2012 Pre-Season Practice Test

1. **A 1&10 at A35.** On a sweep play running back A22 is running at the A42 when right offensive tackle A77 blocks B55 below the waist. At the time of the block A77 was positioned at the A46 and B55 was running at the A45. A77 was directly in front of B55 as the north-south block occurred. A22 then runs out of bounds at the A49.

2. **A Kick-Off at A35.** The Back Judge hands the ball to the kicker A33. As the Back Judge runs toward the sideline A44 moves to the A29 as he stretches his legs. Just as the Back Judge gets to the sideline A44 moves to the A31. The referee marks the ball ready for play and A33 kicks the ball through the Team B end zone.

3. **A Kick-Off at A35.** On an on-side kick attempt A33 kicks the ball directly into the ground. The ball bounces high into the air and at the A46; B12 leaps in an attempt to catch the ball being the first to touch it. While B12 is airborne, but before he can complete the catch, A44 contacts B12 causing the ball to be muffed. The loose ball is subsequently recovered at the A48 by A23.

4. **A 3&30 at A10.** Wide receiver A88 catches a screen pass at the A9. He has three lead blockers, including A55 and A66, in front of him as he advances with the ball. At the B18 cornerback B22 blocks A55 and A66 below their waists in an attempt to take out some of the lead blockers. A88 runs out of bounds at the A20.
5. **A 2&Goal B7.** With 30 seconds left in the game Team A is trailing 28-24 with no timeouts remaining as the ball is snapped. Running back A22 is tackled at the B4. During the down A77’s helmet comes completely off. At the end of the play 23 seconds remain on the game clock.

6. **A 4&20 at A40.** A15 lines up in a scrimmage kick formation. Immediately after cleanly receiving the ball he kicks the ball to the B20 where it rolls out of bounds. In an attempt to block the punt B44 leaps over A44 who is a part of the three men blocking shield positioned at the A30.

7. **A 2&8 at B40.** Slot receiver A88 is positioned to the right side of the formation. Just before the snap he starts in motion toward the left side of the field. After the ball is snapped he goes down field and at the B33 blocks Safety B22 below the waist toward the sideline he started his motion from. Running back A15 is tackled at the B30.

8. **A 1&10 at B46.** At the end of the game, on an un-timed down with the score tied 14-14, QB A11 throws a forward pass which is intercepted by B22 at the B5. B22 runs to the A4 where he is tackled by the facemask by A23. At the snap Team A had 5 players in the backfield.
9. **A Try at B3.** On a two point Try attempt QB A11 rolls out to the B8 and completes a pass in the end zone to A88. B33 held A88 in the end zone prior to the pass being thrown. After the completion A88 spiked the ball in the end zone.

10. **A 2&8 at B15.** B33 intercepts QB A11’s pass at the B3 and his momentum carries him into the end zone where he throws a backward pass toward B44. B44 muffs the ball and A15 recovers the ball in the end zone with his left foot on the end line.

11. **A 1&10 at B16.** With 0:15 remaining in the fourth quarter Team A leads 17-14. With the game clock running nose guard B55 attempts to time the snap and charges across the line of scrimmage before the ball is snapped and slams the QB A11 to the ground. The game clock shows 0:12 and Team B has no time outs at the end of the action.

12. **A 3&30 at B40.** Wide receiver A88 catches the ball at the B35 and is tackled at the B35. During the play defensive tackle B77 is blocked to the ground at the B41. In frustration he takes off his helmet and glares at the Umpire because B77 felt like he was held.

13. **A 3&8 at A25.** QB A11 hands off to the running back A33 at the A24. A33 runs to the A35 where he is tackled. He then gets up and throws the ball at B44 who made the tackle. At the snap B55 held A77 at the A26 to prevent A77 from blocking the linebacker.
14. **A 4&5 at B45.** A15 punts the ball toward the Team B end zone. At the B2 flyer A88 bats the ball to the B5 where B16 picks up the ball and runs to the B25 where he fumbles. A15 picks up the loose ball and runs to the B5 where he is tackled. During A15’s run A77 held B55 at the B20.

15. **A 3&10 at B44.** Wide receiver A88 leaps to catch a pass and gains firm control of the ball while airborne at the B33. While still airborne at the B33 he is grasped by B22 and carried backward and out of bounds at the B35.

16. **A 4&6 at A49.** A10 punts the ball toward deep receiver B15 who waves both of his arms in a get away motion. He then picks up the bouncing ball at the B18 and runs to the B40 where he is tackled by the facemask by B55. During the kick B22 pulled flyer A88 to the ground at the B40.

17. **A 3&11 at B40.** Running back A22 takes a handoff from QB A11 and runs to the B30. After the play, A55 pulled B77’s helmet off by the facemask at the B35.

18. **A 2&6 at B30.** QB A11 is under extreme pressure and throws the ball forward from the B35. Right tackle A77 catches the ball at the B30 and runs to the B25 where he fumbles the ball. B66 attempts to pick up the ball and muffs it forward and out of bounds at the B33. While the ball was loose B66 held A88 at the B30 to prevent him from recovering the ball.
19. **A Try at B3.** On a two-point try attempt QB A11 drops back into the pocket and throws a pass that is intercepted by B15 at the B1. B15 runs to the B20 where he is hit and fumbles. A55 picks up the loose ball, advances to the B2 where he fumbles. A33 picks up the ball and dives into the end zone.

_____________________________

20. **A 2&5 at A40.** Wide receiver A88 is pushed out of bounds at the B45 by cornerback B22. A88 leaps from out of bounds and controls a pass while airborne at the B44. He lands at the B43 where he is pulled to the ground by the back of his shoulder pads by A22

_____________________________

21. **A 1&10 A40.** Wide receiver A88 catches the ball at the B40 while running a post pattern. He breaks free and at the B2 begins to run parallel to the goal line as he is being chased by B22. Just before B22 reaches A88 he steps into the end zone for an apparent touchdown.

_____________________________

22. **A Safety Kick at A20.** Trailing 21-19 with 0:50 showing on the game clock Team A attempts an on-side safety kick. A22 muffs the rolling ball at the B28. The ball rolls to the A32 where A44 recovers it. During the kick A33 blocked B88 below the waist at the A27.

_____________________________

23. **A Kick Off A35.** A16 kicks the ball to the B14 where B22 bats the ball to the B3. A23 attempts to pick up the loose ball but muffs it into the end zone. B22 recovers the ball in the end zone and runs to the B25 where he fumbles the ball and it rolls out of bounds at the B28. A23 was offside on the kickoff.
24. **A 4&6 at B40.** A11 punts the ball to the B30 where B15 catches the ball and runs to the B35 where he fumbles the ball. B25 picks up the loose ball at the B38 and steps out of bounds at the B45. During B15’s run A88 clips B77 at the B36.

25. **A 4&4 at B40.** With 0:15 remaining in the second quarter QB A11 and running back A22 muff a handoff at the B42. A11, with 0:12 on the game, clock picks up the loose ball at the B43 and runs to the B22 where he fumbles. A88, with 0:03 on the game clock, scoops up the bouncing ball at the B20 and runs for a touchdown. The game clock shows 0:00 at the end of the play.

26. **A 4&5 at B45.** A11’s punt lands at the B5 where it bounces into the leg of flyer A88. Deep receiver B18 picks up the loose ball at the B1 with his right foot standing on the goal line. He then runs to the A4 where he is hit, fumbles and the ball bounces from the A1 over the pylon and out of bounds. During A18’s run A55 clipped B77 at the B6.

27. **A 2&Goal at B3.** Team A trails 14-7 near the end of the first half and is in a hurry-up offense. At the end of the previous play, 0:06 remained in the quarter and the game clock was running. Team A has no time outs remaining. The ball is snapped when left tackle A77 is in the backfield and still moving into his position. QB A11 completes a pass to A88 in the end zone for a touchdown.
28. **1&15 A32.** QB A11 rolls out to his right on a designed passing play. He is unable to find an open receiver and runs out of bounds at the A30. During the play cornerback B44 held wide receiver A88 at the A38 and B66 was lined up in the neutral zone at the snap.

29. **A 4&6 at A35.** With 0:08 seconds left in the second quarter deep receiver B43 is in position at the B30 to catch the Team A punt. Flyer A44 runs directly in front of B43 while the ball is on its downward flight. B43 catches the ball and runs to the A3 where he fumbles the ball through the end zone. The game clock shows 0:00 at the end of the play.

30. **4&8 at B32.** On a field goal attempt from the B39 the kick is blocked and the ball rolls to the B2 where it is muffed by B10. B18 picks up the ball at the B6 and runs to the B40. During the kick B55 blocked A77 below the waist at the B4.

31. **A 2&Goal B4.** Running back A22 takes a handoff and dives for the goal line at the B1. He crosses the goal line with his back to the Head Linesman. The Head Linesman signals a touchdown. Video shows A22 fumbled the ball at the B1 and the ball was immediately and clearly recovered by B44 in the end zone.

32. **A 1&10 B45.** Running back A33 runs to the B40 where B30 sticks out his right leg and trips A33. As A33 starts to fall he fumbles the ball and it rolls out of bounds at the B38. While the ball was loose in the field of play A66 pulled B77 to the ground by the facemask at the B42.
33. **A 2&7 at B45.** QB A11 drops back into the pocket and is sacked at the A48. Prior to the sack, as B77 rushes toward A11 tackle A75 extends his right hand into the facemask of B77. The facemask is immediately released. After A11 is on the ground B77 falls on top of A11.

34. **A 4&7 at B45.** Deep receiver B22 catches A15’s punt at the B4 and his momentum takes him into the Team B end zone. B22 fumbles the ball and it rolls out of bounds at the B6. While the ball was loose B44 clipped A88 at the B4.

35. **A Kick Off at A35.** B22 catches the kick at the B5 and runs to the B8 where he throws a backward pass to B33 standing at the B6. B33 muffles the ball and it rolls toward the goal line. At the B2, A38 bats the ball into the pylon.

36. **A 4&4 at A20.** Kicker A11 muffs the snap at the A5, and then bats the grounded ball at the A6 to the A3. Blocking back A15 recovers the ball at the A2, scrambles, and is tackled at the B1. After the play, B44 piles onto A15.

37. **A 4&8 at B30.** On a field goal attempt from the B37, the kick is blocked. The ball rolls to the B15 where B44 recovers the ball and runs to the A45 where A77 tackles him by the facemask. While the ball was rolling on the ground, B55 blocked A49 below the waist at the B20.
38. **A 3&15 at A30.** On a sweep play running back A22 breaks into the open and is tackled near the A45 where the Line Judge spots the ball. A22 thinking he made a first down gets up and spikes the ball. B77 was offside at the snap. Video shows the runner was down at the A44.

39. **A 3&4 at B45.** QB A11 completes a pass to A88 who runs to the B30 where he is tackled inbounds. A11 thought he was roughed so he goes up to the Referee and shoves him.

40. **A 2&8 at B30.** QB A11 and running back A22 muff a hand off at the B35. While the ball is loose, A22 pushes B55 in the back at the B38 as A22 attempts to recover the loose ball. A11 finally picks up the ball at the B40 and runs to the B28 where B88 pulls A11 to the ground by the facemask. After the play B55 shoves A66 to the ground at the B20.

41. **A Kick Off A35.** Team A attempts a surprise onside kick. A11 muffs the ball at the A43 and B15 recovers the ball at A45 with his foot touching the sideline. During the kick, A22 blocked B44 below the waist at the A40.

42. **A Kick Off at A35.** Team A’s deep kick is fielded by B22 at the goal line with his leg touching the goal line pylon which is not seen by the on-field officials but is seen on video. He then runs to the B15 where he fumbles the ball. A88 recovers the ball and runs to the B2 where B44 pulls A88 to the ground by the facemask. Early during A88’s run A33 blocked B14 below the waist at the B10.
43. **A Kick Off at A35.** Team A’s kick goes untouched into the Team B end zone. After the ball touches the ground in the end zone A44 clipped B22 at the B30.

44. **A 3&5 at B8.** With 0:09 left in the game Team A trails 21-17. QB A11 throws a pass toward A88 deep in the left side of the end zone. Just before the pass reaches A88, B44 grabs the facemask of A88 and twists him around. B44 intercepts the pass and runs for an apparent touchdown. Tight end A81 pushed off B33 at the B2 to create separation. This contact occurred just as A11 was releasing the ball and the contact occurred on the right side of the field. At the end of the play the game clock reads 0:00.

45. **A 4&6 at A40.** On kicker A11’s punt, flyer A22 is blocked below the waist at the A40. This block occurred immediately after the snap. B20 fields the ball at the B10 and returns it to the B45 where he fumbles. A22 recovers the ball at the B45 and is tackled at the B43.

46. **A Try at B3.** On a two-point try attempt B55 enters the neutral zone before the snap. After a delay guard A66 lifts out of his three-point stance. A66 then continues on and drives B55 into the ground.

47. **A 1&10 A40.** QB A11 drops back into the pocket and throws a pass from the A35. Running back A13 muffs the ball at the A34 and slot back A19 catches the muffed ball at the A38. He then throws a forward pass from the A39 that is caught by A88 at the A49. He runs to the B35 where B44 pulls A88 to the ground by the facemask.
48. **A 1&10 A25.** Running back A33 takes a hand off at the A22 and runs out of bounds at the A30 after which A55 clipped B77 out of bounds at the B28. There were five Team A players in the backfield at the snap.

49. **A 3&5 at B30.** With 0:15 remaining in the fourth quarter and the scored tied 19-19 Team A attempts a field goal from the B37. The kick is blocked and the ball rolls to the B33 where A55 picks up the ball. A55 runs to the B29 where he is tackled. At the end of the play 0:05 remains on the game clock. (clock)

50. **A 2&8 at B40.** With 0:09 remaining in the second quarter wide receiver A88 catches a pass near the sideline and runs out of bounds at the B20 with the game clock at 0:00. After he is out of bounds, B44 grabs the back of the collar of A88’s jersey and throws him backward to the ground.